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proved to be valid (or invalid) in the initial algebra by mere equational reasoning: 
some kind of induction is necessary. 
However, Musser has recently shown an interesting theorem which may be roughly 
stated as follows: if the set of equations considered contains the axiomatization of an 
equality predicate, then an equation is valid in the initial algebra if and only if adding 
it as an axiom does not make the theory inconsistent (in the sense that true = false is 
derivable). This permits proofs (and disproofs) of equations without explicit 
induction. The method was simplified by Goguen [6] and Huet and Oppen [ 11 J. 
We show in this paper that in the case where one considers inductive definitions 
over free algebras, and when the Knuth-Bendix completion algorithm converges, we 
can make these proofs by a very simple extension of the completion algorithm, and 
without the need of an equality axiomatization. We show how the method applies to 
proofs of simple properties and optimizations of primitive recursive programs over 
recursively defined data structures. The inductive completion algorithm defined in the 
paper generates implicitly the necessary instances of structural induction. The method 
generalizes to commutative-associative theories, and we show an application to 
proofs of algebraic summation identities. 
1. A PRINCIPLE OF DEFINITION 
The key to our method consists of partitioning our function symbols between 
constructors and defined function symbols, and to express the necessary relationships 
between them via a principle of definition. 
We assume given signature C. Every operator F in Z is given with its arity. The 
signature Z is partitioned as Z = 97~ ~3. We call operators in Q the constructors, 
and members of ~9 the defined operators. We assume there are at least two 
constructors (e.g., true and false). 
Let d be the set of terms constructed from operators in Z and variables in a given 
denumerable set Y. We use g to denote the set of ground terms, i.e., containing no 
variables, and we assume Y nonempty; i.e., at least one operator in Z has arity 0. 
Finally, we denote by g’Q the set of ground terms formed solely from constructors. 
Principle of Definition 
Let E be a set of equations over Z, =E the corresponding congruence on r. We say 
that E defines 9? over Q if and only if for every M in Y there exists a unique N in 
.YQ such that M =E N. 
It is convenient to express our principle of definition as the conjunction of two 
properties: 
(1) For every M in 59 there exists N in .Y’g such that M =E N. 
(2) For every M, N in 339, we have M =E N only if M = N. 
When E satisfies (l), we shall use gVC[M], for M in 5?, to denote any N in 3’53? 
such that M =B N. Note that (1) implies that we have a constructor signature in the 
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sense of Goguen [6]. If E satisfies (2), as well, Y@c is a function, and then the set 3 V 
can easily be made into a Z-algebra by associating with F of arity n the function 
AM , ,..., M, ; .Fgc[ F(M, ,..., M,)]. Moreover: 
LEMMA 1. If E satisfies the principle of definition, the algebra %W is isomorphic 
to the initial algebra I(& E). 
Proof. Follows directly from the fact that the initial algebra is (isomorphic to) 
the quotient of .Y by =E. (See, e.g., 181). 1 
Remark that our principle of definition is equivalent to requiring that the 
specification defined by the set of equations E over signature Z be an enrichment of 
the free specification (no equations) over signature V, in the terminology of Goguen 
et al. [8]. 
2. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR DECIDING THE DEFINITION PRINCIPLE 
Let us consider sufficient conditions for our principle of definition to hold. We 
shall from now on regard our sets of equations (when possible) as sets of (oriented) 
rewrite rules. We assume familiarity with the terminology of term rewriting systems 
[ 9, 111. In particular, we recall that a canonical term rewriting system is defined as 
being confluent (i.e., to have the Church-Rosser property) and noetherian (i.e., all 
sequences of rewriting terminate). 
LEMMA 2. Let E be such that it defines a noetherian term rewriting system such 
that every term of the form F(M,, M, ,..., M,), with F in B and M, ,,.., M, in 3W. is 
reducible. Then E satisfies (1). 
Proof: Define .Yvu;l[M], for M in Y, as some s-normal form of M. It is easy to 
show by structural induction that any such normal form must be in .?g. 1 
There are several ways to give effective conditions that are sufficient to entail the 
hypothesis of Lemma 2. We shall propose here one such condition; we recommend 
skipping the details of the next definition on a first reading. 
DEFINITION. We define inductively what it means for a set S = (S, ,..., S, } of k- 
tuples of terms Si = (Si ,..., S:) (1 < i <p) to be complete for 57. First, we require 
every variable of Si to occur in only one occurrence. Then either k = 0, and 
S = (( )}, or else: 
(i) either the set of (k - 1)-tuples { (Sf,..., Sf) ] Si E %/‘) is complete, 
(ii) or else for every C in Q, say of arity n, there is at least one S,! with leading 
function symbol C, and the union of the two sets of (n + k - 1)-tuples ((P, ,..., P,, 
Sf ,..., Sf) ] Si = C(P ,,..., P,)} and {(xi ,..., x,, S: ,..., Sf) / S! E Y} is complete, 
where the xI)s are new distinct variables not occurring in S. 
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EXAMPLE. With Q = (S, 0), with S unary and 0 a constant, the following set is 
complete for F: ((0, S(x)), (x, O), (S(x), S(O)), (S(x), W(Y)))}. 
LEMMA 3. Let S = {S, ,..., S,} be a set of k-tuples of terms complete for %Y. For 
every k-tuple of ground terms in BY: (M, ,..., Mk) there exist n, with 1 < n ,< p, and a 
substitution o, such that for every I, 1 < l< k, we have M, = a($,). 
Proof The proof is an easy induction on the definition of complete. 1 
This lemma permits us to state a sufficient condition for property (l), which we 
shall use in practice: 
LEMMA 4. Let E be a set of equations defining a noetherian term rewriting system 
such that, for every F in GZJ, there is in E a set of rewrite rules whose left-hand sides 
are of the form F(S:,..., Sf), (1 < i <p), and the set (S,,..., S,} is complete for 5Y. 
Then E has property (1). 
Proof: It is easy to show, using Lemma 3, that the assumption of the lemma 
implies that of Lemma 2. 1 
Remark that if E is finite and known to be noetherian, then the hypothesis of the 
lemma is a decidable condition. Actually, when giving the definition of F in ~8 by 
cases on arguments constructed over g, one naturally gets complete sets of 
arguments. 
Finally, we state a trivial sufficient condition for property (2). 
LEMMA 5. Let E be a set of equations defining a canonical term rewriting system 
such that every left-hand side contains at least one operator in @. Then E has 
property (2). 
Proof. Since E is canonical, we have M =E N if and only if Ml = NJ, where Ml 
denotes the canonical form of M obtained by an arbitrary terminating sequence of 
rewritings by rules in E. If every left-hand side of an equation in E contains a defined 
operator, then Ml = M for every M in YtY. m 
Putting together the two preceding lemmas gives a useful sufficient criterion for the 
principle of definition to hold. For instance, any set of primitive recursive definitions 
satisfies the hypotheses of Lemmas 4 and 5. 
Remark that if E obeys the hypothesis of Lemma 5, then the converse of Lemma 2 
holds: E satisfies the definition principle if and only if VZ is the set of e-normal 
forms, and then YpC[M] is the canonical form of M defined by E. However, the 
converse of Lemma 4 may not hold, since property (1) may be the consequence of 
axioms in E whose left-hand sides contain multiple occurrences of a variable. We 
shall return to this problem in Section 5. 
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3. STRUCTURAL INDUCTION AND THE PRINCIPLE OF DEFINITION 
In this section, we shall show how our principle of definition permits us to prove 
and disprove properties of the standard model I&, E). The next lemma shows that the 
principle of definition is preserved by extension if and only if this extension is valid in 
the standard model. 
LEMMA 6. Let E satisfy (1) above. Let et be any set of X-equations such that =,; 
is contained in =E,. Then E’ satisfies (2) if and only if: 
(a) E satisfies (2), and 
(b) every equation of E’ holds in Z(C, E). 
ProoJ Obviously, E’ satisfies (1), and it satisfies (2) only if E does too. 
* Assume that E’ satisfies (2) and that M = N in E’ does not hold in Z(C, E). 
This means that for some ground substitution u we have o(M) #,a(iV). In particular, 
we get .F?gc[o(M)] # .Y’ge[o(ZV)], although B.FJo(M)] =E, Y~~[o(N)], a contradiction 
with (2) for E’. 
+ If every equation of E’ holds in I(& E), then for every M, N in 3 we have 
M =E, N if and only if M =E N, and (2) for E’ follows from (2) for E. 4 
The Lemmas 7-9 give technical properties of equality in the standard model that are 
essential to the proof of our completion algorithm. 
LEMMA 7. Let M = C(M, ,..., M,), N = C(N, ,..., NJ, with C in %. Let E be a set 
of equations satisfying the principle of definition such that M =E N. Then M, = Ni 
holds in I(& E) for every i, 1 < i < n. 
Proof. Let u be an arbitrary ground substitution, and assume M =E N. We have 
4’4) = c(‘J(M,),..., u(M,)) =E C(u(N,),..., u(N,)) = u(N) 
andby(l)weget 
W’%[IJ(M~)I,..., ~~[4M,>]> =e C(~@$W,)],..., F’KJW,) I>, 
which implies by (2) .Y’@E[u(Mi)] = 5S&[u(Ni)] for every i, 1 <i < n, and thus 
u(Mi) =E u(N,). Since this holds for every ground u, we get that M, = Nj holds in 
ZG E). I 
COROLLARY. With M and N as above, let E containing M = N and satisfying (1). 
Consider E’ = E - {M = N} U (Mi = N, 1 1 Q i < n}. Obviously, =E is contained in =ES. 
Now either E satisfies (2), in which case I(& E’) =I(& E) by Lemma 7, and F’ 
satisfies (2) by Lemma 6, or else E’ does not satisfy (2). 
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LEMMA 8. Let A4 = C(A4, ,..., M,,), N = D(N, ,..., NJ, with C and D two distinct 
constructors. Let E be a set of equations satisfying (1) and such that M =E N. Then E 
does not satisfy (2). 
Proof: Let o be any substitution substituting ground terms for every variable 
occurring in M or N. From M =E N we get 
o(M) = C(o(M,),..., c(M,,)) =E D(o(N,),..., o&J) = o(N), 
and therefore, by (1) 
a contradiction with (2). 1 
LEMMA 9. Let M = C(M, ,..., M,), with C in F’, and let N be a variable. Let E be 
a set of equations satisfying (1) and such that M =E N. Then E does not satisfy (2). 
Proof: Let u be any substitution that replaces N by a term whose leading function 
symbol is a constructor distinct from C. (Remember that we assume the existence of 
at least two constructors.) We have u(M) =Eu(N), and the result follows from the 
preceding lemma. I 
We are now ready to present our extension of the Knuth-Bendix completion 
algorithm. 
4. THE INDUCTIVE COMPLETION ALGORITHM 
Let E satisfying the principle of definition, E’ any set of C-equations. Run the 
Knuth-Bendix completion algorithm on E U E’, with the following modifications: We 
assume given a well-founded partial ordering on terms >, compatible with the term 
structure and stable by substitution, with which we prove the termination of the 
successive sets of rewrite rules. We assume familiarity with the Knuth-Bendix 
completion algorithm, as presented for instance in Huet [IO]. The only modification 
occurs in the step in which a pair of terms, coming from either a simplified critical 
pair or a reduced rewrite rule, is considered for orientation before being added as a 
new rewrite rule. This step should be modified as follows, assuming that (M, N) is the 
current candidate rewrite rule, with A4 f N: 
If A4 = C(h4, )...) M,) with C in Q, then: 
If N = C(N, ,..., NJ then replace the pair by the n pairs (Mi, NJ. 
If N = D(N, ,..., NJ, with D in 0, D # C, or N = x stop “disproof” 
Otherwise: 
If N > M, introduce new rule N + M 
Otherwise, stop “failure.” 
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Otherwise: 
If N = C(N, ,..., N,) with C in GY do symetrically as above. 
Otherwise: 
If M> N, introduce new rule M+ N. 
If N > M, introduce new rule N + M. 
Otherwise, stop “‘failure.” 1 
The new inductive completion algorithm may: 
(i) stop with success, i.e., we get a finite canonical term-rewriting system. 
(ii) stop with disproof, 
(iii) stop with failure, i.e., either the ordering > used was inadequate to prove 
the termination of the set of current rewrite rules, or this set is nonterminating, and 
the method is, therefore, not applicable, 
(iv) run forever, generating an infinite set of rewrite rules. 
THEOREM. If the algorithm stops with success, every equation in E’ holds in 
I@, E). Furthermore, the resulting canonical term rewriting system ~3’~ satisfies the 
principle of definition, and I(& 9,) = I(& E). If the algorithm stops with disproof, 
some equation in E’ does not hold in I(& E). Conversely, if some equation in E’ does 
not hold in I(Z, E), the algorithm stops with either disproof or failure. 
Before giving the proof of this theorem, let us recall more precisely the standard 
Knuth-Bendix completion algorithm, as presented in Huet [lo]. 
The completion algorithm goes through successive passes on sets of equations and 
rewrite rules. Let Ei and Si denote respectively the set of equations and the set of 
rewrite rules computed at step i. Initially we set .!ZO = 0, and E, = E U E’, where in 
our case E satisfies the principe of definition. Every 9i is a noetherian term rewriting 
system, because I > p for every rule A-+ p in ~3’~. Furthermore, in the inductive 
completion algorithm, our construction implies that every left-hand side of every rule 
in 9, has its main operator in 27 
In the main loop of the standard completion algorithm, an equation is removed 
from si, and simplified by the current simplification set Si into a candidate rewrite 
rule (M, N). If M and N are not comparable in the ordering >, the algorithm stops 
with failure. Otherwise, let A be the greatest, and p be the smallest. We place the new 
rewrite rule A+p in Si+,. The rewrite rules from 9, whose left-hand side is 
simplifiable by the new rule are placed in si+, , together with the remaining equations 
from ci. The other rules from Si are placed in 9,. + , , after possible simplification of 
their right-hand side, using rules from .SPi U {II + p}. 
In our inductive completion algorithm, we follow the same general pattern. New 
failure cases are added, when the ordering > would oblige to consider a rewrite rule 
with a constructor as main operator of its left-hand side. Also we have a new case of 
termination, whenever M and N start with different constructors, or one starts with a 
constructor and the other is a single variable: we then stop with “disproof” as result. 
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Setting aside the cases of failure and disproof, the only departure from the standard 
completion algorithm is when M = C(M, ,..., M,) and N = C(N, ,..., NJ, for some 
constructor C in %Y. Here we set 5Pi+, to 5Fi, and ci+ , to {Mi = Ni 1 1 ( i < n} added 
to the remaining equations from si. We may call such a step an induction step. This 
new case accounts for a major difference, since the resulting equational theory may 
the strictly enlarged. More precisely, denoting 6 = E,. U 5Fi, we have no longer 
=gi+, = =gi, but only =gi c =Bi+, . 
However, this inequality is enough to guarantee that, at every step i, whenever 6 
satisfies (l), so does q+, . And since initially E$ = E U E’ satisfies (l), we get that 
every 6 satisfies (1). Similarly, whenever G+, satisfies (2), so does 6. Let us now 
show the converse. 
LEMMA 10. Using the notations above, whenever & satisfies (2) so does g.+ ,, 
and furthermore Z(z1, G+ ,) = Z(X, &). 
ProoJ: If step i is like in the standard completion algorithm, then =Bj = =Ei+, , 
and the result follows. If step i is an “induction” step, then we get the result from the 
Corollary to Lemma 7. I 
COROLLARY. Zf E U E’ satisfies (2) then for all i 6 satisfies the definition principle, 
and I(& 5) = Z(E, E U E’). 
We are now ready to prove the Theorem. 
Proof of the Theorem. If the algorithm stops with success, we get gn = 5@,, 
canonical. Since the rules introduced always start with a defined function symbol by 
construction, 2” satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 5. ,3’,, satisfies thus the definition 
principle, and therefore so does K0 = E U E’. By Lemma 6 every equation of E’ holds 
in Z(X, E). We also get from the Corollary to Lemma 10 that I@, 5%‘“) = I@, E), 
proving the “soundness” of our completion process: we have enlarged the equational 
theory, but still define the same standard model. 
If the algorithm stops with disproof at step n, this means that gn does not satisfy 
(2), according to either Lemma 8 or Lemma 9. By Lemma 10 this means that E U E’ 
does not satisfy (2). Lemma 6 shows therefore that some equation of E’ does not hold 
in I(.& E). 
Conversely, assume some equation in E’ does not hold in Z(I=, E). By Lemma 6 
again g0 does not satisfy (2). Let us consider some M, N in .%F, with M# N, such 
that M=,O N. By the completeness of the completion process for equational 
reasoning (the proof is analogous to the one given in Huet [IO] for the ordinary case, 
since here we only permit more inferences to be made), this means that at some step 
n the terms M and N will be reducible by %‘n to the same term. But this is impossible 
since no rule generated may reduce a term in F@F. This means that the completion 
process must stop either by failure or by disproof. This last result shows a kind of 
semi-completeness of our system: provided we have a suitable ordering >, we shall 
disprove in a finite time every equation which is not valid in the standard model. 1 
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Remark. We could slightly generalize the theorem above with the following 
observation. First of all, Lemma 5 does not impose to every left-hand side to have an 
operator from g as its main function symbol, but merely to contain an operator from 
8 somewhere. Also, although Lemma 7 permits us to replace an equation 
C(M, ,***, M,) = C(N, ,***, N,) 
by the n equations Mi = Ni, we are not really compelled to do this, once we admit 
left-hand sides starting with a constructor. We could therefore relax our completion 
algorithm in the corresponding way, authorizing equations whose left-hand side starts 
with a constructor, provided 
(1) a defined operator occurs somewhere in the left-hand side 
(2) the right-hand side does not start with a different constructor, and is not a 
single variable. 
However, it does not appear that the modification would be of interest in practice, 
and it generally seems a good idea to simplify critical pairs starting with the same 
constructor. 
The theorem above was inspired by the work of Musser [ 151, and its extensions in 
the taut presentations of Goguen [6] and the s-separable theories of Huet and Opper 
[ 111. However, note that here no special equality axioms are required. 
5. GENERAL ORGANIZATION OF INDUCTIVE PROOFS 
Assume we are working in the initial theory I(& E), with C = %? &J 9. That is, we 
are interested in studying properties of the objects freely constructed from members 
of V’, and to this end we have axiomatized the operators of 9 using the equations in 
E as recursive definitions. 
We check that every left-hand side of E is of the form F(M, ,..., M,) with FE 9, 
that E is confluent, noetherian, and verities the hypothesis of Lemma 4. These checks 
usually go together: if E is a set of primitive recursive-like definitions, it can be 
proved noetherian by a simple lexicographic ordering argument, every defined 
function symbol trivially has a complete set of arguments, and the set is confluent 
because there are no critical pairs. 
Now let E’ be a set of equations which we conjecture about the inductive theory 
above. We run the inductive completion algorithm above, initializing the set of 
rewrite rules to E and the set of equations to E’. If the algorithm stops with failure, 
nothing interesting may be said. If it stops with disproof, some equation from E’ does 
not hold in the theory. If it stops with success, generating a canonical set E,, all of 
the equations from E’ are true in I@, E) = I@, si), and furthermore E, satisfies the 
definition principle. We may, therefore, iterate the process, trying a new set of 
conjectures s; , while profiting of the previously proved conjectures as lemmas. 
Let us now consider the situation when we want to enrich our theory with new 
function symbols. First of all, we remark that it would be unsound to add new 
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constructors, since a theory complete for Q might not be complete for some extended 
V’. Furthermore, we may have proved some theorem valid in I(& E) which is not 
valid in the extended theory I@‘, E’). For instance, with G7 = {A, B} and 
E = {F(A) = A, F(B) = B} we may prove F(X) = x, but this formula is not valid any 
more if we extend our theory with constructor C and definition F(C) = A. We shall 
therefore assume that our set of constructors Q is constant, and that we only permit 
to enrich our signature by adding new defined function symbols. We are sure this 
way that our extensions are monotonous, in the sense that any theorem proved in a 
theory is still true in an extended theory, even if we do not keep it around as a 
lemma. 
Assume therefore that we are currently dealing with a set of equations E that is 
known to satisfy the definition principle, and that we are adding a new function 
symbol F and some new definitions E’. How do we know that E U E’ satisfies the 
definition principle? Our problem is that E itself may not satisfy the hypothesis of 
Lemma 4, because E may be obtained after some steps of completion that may have 
destroyed the completeness property. For instance, consider Q = {true, false}, 
LZj = (V }, c = {true V x = true, x V true = true, false V false = false}. If we attempt to 
prove the theorem x V x=x using the completion algorithm, we shall stop with 
success, generating the canonical set E’ = {true V x = true, x V true = true, 
x V x=x}. This set is known to satisfy the definition principle, but Lemma 4 does 
not apply to it any more, and therefore cannot be used to show that some extension 
of its satisfies the definition principle for an extended signature. However, the 
following slight generalization of Lemmas 4 and 5 will be enough to tell us how to 
enrich canonical theories while preserving the definition principle. 
Assume that E obeys the hypothesis of Lemma 5 and is known to have property (1) 
relative to a given signature z = Q w G9. Now assume we want to enrich our theory 
by one more defined symbol F, i.e., we now consider signature 27 = Q&J (9 U {F)). 
Consider any set E’ obtained from E by adding a complete definition for F, i.e., a set 
of equations with left-hand sides of the form F(S,‘,..., Sl), the argument tuples SI)s 
forming a complete set. If E’ is canonical, it satisfies the principle of definition for the 
extended signature. This way we know how to test the validity of our definition prin- 
ciple in an incremental way. Actually, remark that the process of enriching a theory, 
once the completeness property has been checked, is exactly the same as proving 
lemmas: it just consists of running the completion algorithm. This is probably the 
most surprising feature of our theorem-prover: we treat new axioms and conjectures 
to be proven in exactly the same manner. 
In practice it will be useful to deal with sorted theories. Over sorted theories, we 
shall be able to introduce new constructors, provided we introduce at one time, all 
constructors of a given sort, and that none of the symbols considered so far had 
arguments of the new sort. For instance, we may consider introducing sort boolean 
with constructors true and false, define certain boolean connectives and prove 
properties about them, then introduce sort integer with constructors 0 and S, prove 
arithmetic properties, then introduce list-of-integers with constructors Null and List, 
etc... . 
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The Appendix presents examples of proofs and disproofs using the method above. 
All our examples satisfy the hypotheses of Lemmas 4 and 5 above, as the reader may 
readily check. However, in the current implementation these conditions are not 
checked automatically. We plan to implement fully the method above, using for the 
termination tests recent criteria developed by Plaisted [ 171, Dershowitz 141, and 
Kamin and Levy [12]. 
6. EXTENSION TO COMMUTATIVE-ASSOCIATIVE OPERATORS 
The above theory can be extended without difficulty to the generalization of the 
Knuth-Bendix completion algorithm to the case where certain function symbols are 
assumed to be commutative and associative [ 14, 161. These operators must be placed 
in S?. For these operators, the notion of a complete set of tuples of arguments extends 
naturally to the notion of a complete set of multisets of arguments. 
In the Appendix we shall apply this technique to proofs of simple arithmetic iden- 
tities. In particular, we shall show that the sum of the first n odd integers is n2. and 
that the sum of the first n integers is n(n + 1)/2. 
It appears possible also to introduce commutative-associative constructors. This 
would allow proofs of recursive programs over data types such as multisets. 
However, Lemma 7 must be changed accordingly; i.e., an equation C(M, ,..., M,) = 
C(N, ,..., Np), with C E S? and C commutative-associative, does not necessarily imply 
pairwise equality of the arguments Mi and Ni. It rather implies one out of the 
possibly several solutions to the corresponding multiset equation. This would 
complicate the general organization of the method, since the proofs would have to 
split according to the various cases. We have not yet implemented this mechanism in 
our proof system. 
CONCLUSION 
We have presented in this paper a very simple method to construct proofs by struc- 
tural induction. The method is based on a straightforward modification of the 
Knuth-Bendix completion algorithm, and does not require an equality 
axiomatization. The method is simple to implement, and when it applies the proofs 
obtained are surprisingly short. For instance, given the two recursive definitions of 
the concatenation of lists, we can prove the associativity of concatenation by simply 
checking that this set of three equations, considered as rewrite rules, forms a 
canonical set. 
Experimental evidence with an implementation of our method suggests that it is 
powerful enough to apply to the usual proofs of correctness of algebraic data-types 
implementation, and proofs of simple primitive recursive programs computing on 
data types such as integers, lists, and trees. We know how to handle simple fragments 
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of arithmetic, and thus generate automatically proofs of standard summation iden- 
tities. 
The method has many limitations, however. The requirement on finite termination, 
while natural for recursive definitions (or recursive programs, provided we restrict 
ourselves to programs that always terminate), may be impossible to enforce for 
complex combinations of lemmas. We do not know how to handle permutative 
equations, except for commutative-associative laws. Even when we know how to give 
an orientation to all the generated equations so that finite termination holds, the 
completion process may loop. It may, however, be possible to recognize easy patterns 
of such loopings, and avoid these by appropriate metarules, such as the 
generalization technique of Boyer and Moore. Finally, most nontrivial program 
proofs involve a fair amount of propositional calculus (such as cases analysis). Such 
reasoning is better dealt with as a separate top-level proof system rather than by 
equational encoding. 
APPENDIX 
The following is the image of a computer session run on SRI’s KL 10 using the 
VLISP interpreter developed at Universite de Vincennes. User input appears after 
question marks. When in doubt, the system asks the user the orientation of equation 
M= N with the prompt COMMAND? to which one answers y (resp. n) to get the 
rewrite rule M + N (resp. N+ M). Comments are inclosed between semicolons. 
;We etert wlth a olmple axiomotiration of llrt 
structures; 
? (inltialleatlon) 
Liet of conetructore ? (NULL CONE) 
Llet of AC operatore ? 0 
Liet of infix operatora t 0 
Liet of data-fllee ? (liepI 
Mode (Free/Conet/Auto) P const 
*we enter the definitions of append and reverse; 
; (complete appitrev) 
Given set of equationr: APPIREV 
APP&NO(NULL,x) = x 
APPEND (CONS (x , yl , a) = CONS(x,APPEND(y,r)) 
REV(NULL) = NULL 
REV(CONS<x,y)) = APPEND(REV(y),CON8(x,NULL)) 
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Rl : APPEND(NlJLL,x) -+ x Given 
R2 : APPEND(CONS(x,y) ,&I + CONS(x,APPEND(y,s)) 
Given 
RJ : REVCNULL) -+ NULL Given 
REV(CONS(x,y)) = APPEND (REV (y) , CONS (x, NULL) 1 Given 
Command ? y 
R4 : REV(CONS(x,y)) + APPEND(R&V(y) ,CONS(x.NULL)) 
Complete Set: +APPIREV 
Unlflcatlon time: IlJme 
Rewriting time: 200me 
;we now prove rev(rev(x))=x; 
? (prove rev. rev) 
- ._..- ______ __._- - 
Given cot of equationa. REV.REV 
RE~(REV(X)) = x 
RS : REV (REV (x1) - x Given 
R6 : REV(APPEND(REV(x) ,CONS(y,NULL))) --t CDNS(y.x) 
From RS and R4 
R7 : REV(APP&ND(x,CONS(y,NULL))) -+ CONS(y,REV(x)) 
From R6 and RS 
R6 deleted 
Rewrite rulee R? RS for left part 
Complete Set: ??REV.REV 
Unification time: 4lOme 
Rewriting time: 1003ms 
? (ehow arev. rev> 
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I REV. REV 
APPEND (NULL, x) -+ x 
APPEND(CONS(x,y) ,x) -+ CoNS(x,APPEND(y,e)) 
REV(NULL) 4 NULL 
REV(CONS(x,y)) -+ APPEND(REV(y) ,CONS(xrNULL)) 
REV(REV(x)) --+ x 
REV (APPEND (x , CONS (y , NULL) 1) --+ CONS (y 8 REV (X)) 
;Lmt uo now conclider a new function brev. 
In poeudo-LISP nototlon, we would program: 
brev(x)=ir null(x) then nil 
elelf null(cdr(x)) then list(x) 
elee cona(car(brev(cdr(x))), 
brev(conekar(x) .brev(cdr(brev(cdr(x))))))). 
We ehall here define brev with the help of ??uxllirry 
functione brevl and brev2, such thet 
brevl (x,y)=cer(brev(cone(x,y))) and 
brev2(x,y)=cdr(brev(conr(x,y)>). 
Note that our -programs’ are closer to Burrtall’r 
HOPE than to LISP; 
? (complete +rev.rev brev) 
Given eet of equatlonr: BREV 
BREV(NULL) = NULL 
BREV(CONS(x,y)) = CONE(BREVl(x,y),l3REV2~x,y)) 
BREVi (x.NU1.L) = x 
BREVl (x,CONB(y,z)) = BREVl (y,e) 
BREVZ (x, NULL) = NULL 
BREV2(x,CONS(y,e)) = BREV(CONS(x,BREV(l3REV2~y,w)))) 
- 
R7 : BR&V(NULL) 4 NULL Qlven 
RB : ElREV(CONS(x,y)) -+ CONS(BREVl(x,y),BREVlo) 
Given 
R9 : BREVi (x, NULL) -a x Given 
BREVl(x,CONS(y,e)) = BREVl(y,e) 
Commaind 1 y 
Olven 
RlO : BFlEVl (x , CONS (y , d 1 - BREVl (y , L) 
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RI1 : BREVZ (x, NULL) --+ NULL Given 
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RI2 : IJREV2 (x , CON6 (y , a) 1 -+ CONB (Bit&VI (x ,BR&V ( 
aREv (y , d 1) , BREVZ (x, Bit&V (BREv2 (y ,I) 1)) Glvon 
Complete Bet: +BREV 
Unification time: SSTme 
Rewrltlng time: 691me 
r (show +brev) 
c BREV 
APPEND(NULL,x) 4 x 
APPEND (CONE (x , y) , e) -+ CONE (x , APPEND (y , P) ) 
R&V(NULL) --+ NULL 
REV (CONE (x , y) ) -+ APPEND (REV (y) , CON8 (x , NULL) 1 
REV(R&V (x1) * x 
REV(APPEND(x,CONB(y,NULL))) 4 CONB(y,REV(x)) 
BREV(NULL) + NULL 
BR&V(CONB(x,y)) + CONB(BREVi(x,y) ,BREVl(x,y)) 
BREVi (x .NULL) -+ x 
BREVi (x , CONB (y , a) 1 4 BREVl (y , E) 
BREV2 (x, NULL) + NULL 
BREVZ (x , CON8 (y , 8) 1 4 CONB (BREVl (x , BREV (BREV2 (ye 
E) ) 1 , BREV2 (x, BREV (BREV2 (ye E) ) 1) 
; brev la actually still another reverse function, 
ar we now ehow; 
? (prove rev. brev) 
Olven eet of equatlonr: REV.BR&V 
BREV (x) =R&V (x1 
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BREV (x) = REV(x) 
Command t y 
Olven 
RI3 : BREV(x) 4 REV(x) 
R7 deleted 
Rewrite rule8 : R13 RJ for left part 
R8 replaced by: 
APP&ND(REV(x) .CONB(y,NULL)) = CONBG3REVl(y,x), 
BREVZ (y , xl) 
Rewrite rulee: Rl3 R4 for left part 
Rl2 replaced by: 
BREV2(x,CONB(y,e)) = CON6(BREVl(x,REV(BREvZ(r. 
e) ) ) , BREVZ (x , REV (BREV2 (y , e) > ) ) 
Rewrite rulee : R13 for rlght part 
Rl4 : BREVZ (x , CONB (y , ‘~1) -+ CON8 (BREVl (x , REV (BREVI o’, 
e>>) ,BREV2(x,REV(BREV2(y,e)))) From Rl2 
Rib : APPEND(REV(x) ,CONB(y,NULL)) 4 CDNB(BREVl (yv 
x) , BREVZ (y , x)) From R8 
R4 replaced by: 
REV(CON6(x.y)) = CON6 @R&VI (x , y) , BREv2 (x ,y) > 
Rewrite rules: RlS for right part 
Rl6 : REV (CONS (X , y) 1 -+ CONE (BREVE (x, y) , mEv2 (X , y) 1 
From R4 
Rl7 : BREVl(BR&Vl(x,y),BREV2~x~y)) -+ X 
From Rl6 and RI 
RIB : BR&V2(BREVl(x,y) ,BREVZ(x,y)) 4 y 
From Rl6 and R5 
Rig : APPEND(x,CON8(y,NULL)) -+ CONS(BREVl(y,REV(x)), 
BREV2(y,R&V(x))) From Rl5 and RI 
R6 deleted 
Rewrite rulee : R19 R16 R17 Rl6 for left part 
R15 deleted . 
Rewrite rules : RlQ RS RS for left part 
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Unification time: 16B4me 
Rewriting time: 6433me 
*REV. BREV 
APPEND(NULL,x) -+ x 
APPEND(CONB(x,y) ,e) --* CONB(x,ApPEND(y,r)) 
REV(NULL) -+ NULL 
REv(REV(x)) -+ x 
EREVl (x,NULL) --+ x 
BREVl (x,CONS(y,e)) -, BREVl(y,e) 
BREVZ (x, NULL) 4 NULL 
BREV(x) 4 REV(x) 
BREV2 (x , CON8 (y , z) 1 --, CONE (BREVI (x , REV (BREVZ (y .8))) 
,BREV2(x,REV(BREV2(y,s)))) 
REV(CONB(x,y)) 4 CONB(BREVl(x,y) .BREVl(x,y)) 
BREVl(BREVl(x,y),BREvZ(x,y)) --+ x 
BREVZ (BREVI (x, y) , BREV2 (x .y)) -+ y 
APPEND(x,CONfI(y,NULL)) -+ CONEJ(BREVl(y,REV(x)), 
BREV2 (y , REV (xl 1) 
;note the u8e of our lnductlon rule ln tha proof 
above, in generating Rl7 and RlB. 
Let ue now play with ‘dletrlbutlve cons’; 
? (complete dcone) 
Given eet of equatione: DCONS 
DCONB (x, NULL) =NULL 
DCONS(x,CONB(y,z)) =CONS (CONE (x , y) , DCONB (x , B) 1 
Rl : DCONB(x,NULL) 4 NULL Given 
R2 : DCONB (x , CONE (y , z) 1 -+ CONS (CON8 (x . y) , DCONS (x , !a) ) 
Given 
Complete Set: +DCDNB 
Unification time: 60ms 
Rewriting time: IBms 
;we now enter the function iterate, and prove a 
lmnma relating iterate and dcons; 
? (prove iterate) 
71 ‘2V2 9 
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Given set of equstione: ITERATE 
IT&RATE (NULL, x) =NULL 
ITERATE (CONE (x , y) , x) =CONB (8, ITERATE(y , m)) 
DCONS (x , ITERATE (y ,I) ) =ITERATE(y , CONB (x, 8)) 
R3 : ITERATE (NULL, x) -, NULL Olven 
RC : ITERATE (CON8 (x , y) , r,) 4 CON8 (8, ITERATE (y , 8) ) 
Given 
DCONB(x,ITERATE(y,e)) = ITERATE(y,CONB(x,e)) Clven 
Command ? y 
RS : DCON~(X,ITERATE(~,E)) + ITERATE(y.CONB(x,s)) 
Complete Bet: *ITERATE 
Unlficetion time: 1SSme 
Rewrltlng time: 395ms 
;wo now enter the definition of vm. a function 
that repeato a vector am a matrlx; 
i (complete *iterate vm) 
Olven eet of equatlone: VU 
VY(NULL) = NULL 
vu (CONB (x, y) 1 = CONBKONE(x,y) ,DCONS(x,VY(y))) 
R6 : VM(NULL) + NULL Given 
RT : VMCCON8(x,y)) + CONBtCONB(x,y),DCON~(x.VU(y))~ 
Qiven 
Complete Set: *VU 
Unlilcation time: 99mr 
Rewrltlng time: TJme 
t (ohow rvm) 
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DCDNE (x, NULL) a NULL 
DCDNS(x,CONS(y,Z)) 4 CONS(CONS(x,y) ,DCDNS(x.d) 
ITERATE (NULL, x) 4 NULL 
ITERATE (CON6 (x , y) , !6) -+ CONS (E , 1TERATE (ye 6’) 
DCDNS(x,ITERATE(y,=)) -+ ITERATE(y,CONS(x.e)) 
VM(NULL) * NULL 
VM(CDNS(x,y)) --, CONB(CONS~I,~~ ,DCONB(x,VM(y))) 
; we now expreer vm in terme of iterate, 
? (prove vm . 1 terate) 
Given oat of equationm: VY.ITERATE 
VU(x) =ITERATE(x, x) 
VY (xl = ITERATE (x , x) 
Command 7 y 
- 
Given 
R8 : VU(x) -, 
R6 doleted 
Rewrite ruler 
RT deleted 
Rmwrlte ruler 
ITERATE (x, X) 
: RS R3 for left part 
: R8 R4 for left part 
R8 RI for right part 
Complete Set: rVU.ITERATE 
Unlficatlon time: l47me 
Rewrltlng time: 273me 
;we now enter a new function itvm, together wlth 
append; 
t (complete Lvm. lterete itvm) 
tiiven ret of equations: ITVY 
ITVY(NULL,x,y) = y 
ITVY(CONS(x.y) .x,u) = ITVY(y,z,CONS(x,u)) 
APPEND(NULL,x) = x 
APPEND (CONS (x , y) , B) = CONE(x,APPEND(y,r)) 
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R7 : ITVY(NULL,x,y) --* y Given 
ITVM (CONE (x ,y) , &, II) = ITVY(y,a,CONS(r,u)) Givmn 
Command ? y 
R8 : ITVY(CONB(x,y) ,s,u> --, ITVY(y,r,CONS(~,u)) 
R9 : APPEND(NtiLL,x) .+ x Given 
-. .____. -_ __... -_____ 
RIO : APPEND(CONB(x,y) ,a) --B CONB(x,APPEND(y,r)) 
Given 
Complete Bet: +ITVY 
Unification time: 378ms 
Rewriting time: II32mr 
(ehow +ltvm) 
??ITVtd 
DCONS (x , NULL) + NULL 
CONE(x,CONB(y,z)) + CONfJ(CONB(x,y) ,DCONB(x,r)) 
ITERATE (NULL, x) * NULL 
ITERATE(CONS(x,y) ,e) 4 CONSCz,ITERATE(y.d) 
DCONS(x,ITERATE(y,e)) -, ITERATE(y,CONS(x,d) 
VY (x) + ITERATE(x, x) 
ITVY(NULL,x,y) + y 
ITVY(CONS(x,y) ,s,u) + ITVY(y,r,CONS(r,u)) 
APPEND(NULL,x) -+ x 
APPEND(CONS(x,y) ,E) + CONS(x,APPEND(y,s)) 
;wo now expreer ltvm ln torn0 of ltarate; 
? (prove ltvm.lterate) 
Given set of aquationm: ITVY.ITERATE 
ITVY(x.y.s) =APPEND (ITERATE (x, y) ,8) 
U-TO x +- (llflN’x)ClN3ddV : TTY 
(1llIN’x’x)NAII = (x)NA 
x = (1lflN’x)aNSddV 
RA.LI’HA :muoTqmnbe ao qes uerrlo 
(UIAYJ~‘UlA eAold) a 
!x=(lInu’x)pueddw :SIUUI~~ eqq eAoJd 
m*I ??>uo ‘uo~~wfa~Idu~e ~JBY Xq euop sy aooJd E~IJJ, 
. (~~nu’x’x)~*~~=(x)ulA :e~u~e ‘X~eAlqftJe?r 
YA qndutos ~JI en qaq? moqe 0~ ‘X11euya pus! 
a UOJj ((a’(X’x)31V~3LI)aN3ddV1X)sN03 
+ ((x1X,8NO~‘(X’x)31V~311)aN3ddV : 2x1 
7-d ,JU~TJ ~oa TTY 
3-d la01 ~oa ow VII TTIJ : reInJ eql.rreu 
((~‘x)8NO~‘(x’~)3lV~3LI)QN3ddV 
= ((z’(x’~)3lVU3lI)aN3ddV’x)BNO~ 
:Xq pemIde1 8~ 
UeA TO 
(=‘(X0x)3LVa3rI)aN3ddV + (x’X’x)NALI : tlU 
x 4 pllaurwo~ 
(1’ (~‘x)3LVtl3LI)aN3ddV = @‘~‘WNALI 
6SZ NOIITIdk403 WNOIlVflbEl 3ALL3flClNI 
wad 3uB1.r JOI GY 
3-d ?ae~ ~oa ZY ml :eelna s~~-rua~ 
((llflN’~)SN03’(~‘~)QN3ddV)aN3ddV 
= (((X’X)EN03’X)aN3ddV’X)SNO~ 
:Xq pex?ldeJ ,u 
(X ‘x)aN3ddV - (X) A3Il : EY 
u**10 
x i pUSWLUO3 
(x'X)ON3ddV = (X)KlY 
(X’X)aN3ddV = (X) A3?I 
((llnN'x)BNO~'(X)A3U)QN3ddV +- ((~'x)SN03)A3tl 
IlnN + (IlnN)A3M 
((='haN3ddV'X)flN03 + (a’(l’x)SNOD)aNJddV 
X + (‘f’llflN)aN3ddV 
A3Y* 
X + C-llnN’ ‘f) QN3ddV 
((~‘(~‘x)3UU3JJ)CJN3ddV’x)8N03 
+ (C~‘~)ENO~‘(~‘X)3rV~3lI)aN3ddV 
(8’ (~‘x)3LV131I)ClN3ddV + (B’L’X) NA.LI 
((~‘~)aNBddV’X)BN03 + (~'(~'x)SNOD)aNBddV 
X + (x'llnN)tlNBddV 
(X'X)32VU3SI + (X)RA 
((S'XO8N03'~)3LV1J311 + ((~‘~)3lV~3sI’x)sNO~a 
((~‘~)3LV13LI’~)SN03 + (~‘(~‘x)t3N03)3LV?J3LI 
IltlN +- (~'11nN)3LVu3J.I 
((~'x)eNO3a'(~'X)SNO~)8NO~ +- ((P'~)8N03'foENOXl 
IInN * (11nN'~)sN03a 
LOTlflH QNV .LXlH 09z 
u+(sru) c (s)g*u : gy 
x & pumcuuo~ 
U.AlD u+(sru) = (ur)gru 
0 + o*u : au 
(i+(“*Z))+C~)VN9TR = ((u)fl)YNSiS 
0 = (Oj VNDIR 
;w’u)+u = {w)g;u . 
I z o;ll 
U+(W*U) = (w)g*u 
0 = oru 
(w+u)s = (w)B+u 
u -2 ()+u 
(113 = 2 
(0)s = I 
vu UOJZI’ (((x’l)sNO~‘x)aN3ddV’~)SNO~ 
+- ((?‘IflN’h8NO2’(x’~)aNSddV)dN3ddV : 9tl 
192 NOIlTId~03 -IVNOI.LVflbX ~AI13flaNI 
u*u +- (U)VNOI9 : TTM 
x i pueuwo3 
ue*rC) UIU = (U) VNDIS 
rlu = (U)VNDIS 
ue*ID (U+U+(")VRDI8)8 +- (("~B)VNDIS : 011 
(wlu) *u +- (w)Slu : 8Y 
x i puswwog 
WAID plu)*u = WElU 
UeA ID (018 + olu : LM 
IOTlnH CINVEU-lH z9z 
TM PUQ 91 uOJI;( U +-- (U+U)jlVH : 6u 
(w)d-IVti+u +- (w+“+“)JlVH : 8% 
u@*TD (‘J) j-lVH+U = (W+U+W JIVH 
(‘4) dlVH+u- (w+u+u) J-lVH 
dlVH’VNN31 :euorqQnbe JO qee uelrl~ 
u*U +- (U)VNDIB 
(wlu)*u + (W)f3lU 
(0)8 + olu 
u+(w*u) + (w)a+u 
0 t- oru 
(w+u)s +- (W)S-+U 
u + o+u 
((018)s - e 
(0)s +- T 
A.LI.LN3aI* 
NOIJXIdPI03 ?VNOI.LVflbEl 3AI13flClNI 
t(u) 8*“) dlVH= (U) NflS 
RflE dOOId : ruoylanbe JO lea U~AJI) 
-ATO (u+(u) nns)s + (09 9) Ana : ETII 
USAID 0 + (o)rtns : zni 
ws+wnne= (ws)~ns 
o= (O)NflE 
U +- C(“+“)S)AlVH : TTU 
((u)B)dlVH+u *-- ((w*“+“)f3)AlVH : Or)11 
x i puaululo~ 
((W) 8) J-TVH+U = ((“‘+U+U) 8) dlVH 
&.g-Ir\ %ug~odsuw 103 xnolpeq3 atuol?f 01 pIJaw% ha,+ am aM ‘yelsoqs qoa pue ‘aJoon ‘I ‘hssnalf) 
y3yed ‘uan%of) aol ‘JaiCog 908 ql!M gooJd aaympu! JO aidol aql uo suo!ssnmp snomunu peq aM 
yeuo!wJaluI INS Jo howoqu~ a3ua!3s Jamdmo3 aql 01 p!a e %u!mp Ino palm3 SBM qsn3asaJ s!ql 
(“+(“*“)) JIVH + (u) ma 
U + ((u+u)B)dlVH 
((“‘I 8) AVH+U + ((u+U+U) 8) d1VH 
U + (“+“)A-IVH 
(U’) iilVH+‘J - (‘JJ+U+U) dlVH 
((“)jlVH)B - (( (‘4 8) 8) d1VH 
0 - ((0)B)dlVH 
0 t (0)dIVH 
u+(u*u) t (q~ru 
0 t- o*u 
(u+u)a +- (u)B+u 
u c o+u 
(“+(“*‘0)XIVH + (‘J)NnE : ,TEI 
x i pUQwLilO3 
(U+(U*U) 1 dlVH = @I NM 
s92 NOILTIdW03 -IVNOIJ.W-lbEl 3AI13flCINI 
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